
Tips for Reducing Your Parenting Yuck
STOP BEING EXHAUSTED BY OTHERS’ YUCK

HOW TO STOP BEING EXHAUSTED BY 
OTHERS’ YUCK

• Change how you view  others’ emotions’

• Change your mindset about what you’re 

One of the things that exhausts us  most as parents and caregivers is that we have to deal with OTHERS’ 
emotions all the time… while no one (including ourselves) is addressing ours. Since the goal isn’t to stop children 

from having emotions, it’s important not to let them exhaust you.

Even when we’re in a good place, others’ 
negative emotions can exhaust us if we view 
them as something bad that we need to STOP.  

Consider where you learned that emotions are 
“bad” and that they must go away. Often that’s a 
message we learned as children… but it’s not 
objectively accurate. 
In fact, resilience comes when we’re able to 
release emotions so that we can move beyond 
them. 

TIPS

Often we do want our kids to feel better 
because we (without thinking) assume it’s our 
job to make our children happy all the time. 
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WHAT DO I DO IF…?

… I try all of these things but still struggle? 
Often if we try to talk ourselves through these exercises but aren’t successful, it’s because we still consider 
the behavior a “threat.” Consider how why this behavior may be a trigger for you. 

• Change your mindset about what you’re 
responsible for. 

• Give yourself what YOU need – both proactively 
and in the moment. 

Ideally, you can give yourself what you need by 
PROACTIVELY setting boundaries and making 
time for depositing into yourself . 

But even if you haven’t done that yet, make a 
plan for what you’ll do in the moment when 
someone is having a big emotion. Imagine 
armor around yourself, or a big bubble they 
can’t penetrate.

because we (without thinking) assume it’s our 
job to make our children happy all the time. 

We are not responsible for others’ happiness (or 
even their lack of upset), and we cannot spend 
so much energy trying to achieve that goal. 
Believe that you have to is a non-useful story.

Instead of making their happiness your  
measure of success, use your Parenting Avatar 
as your measure of success. 


